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ABSTRACT

A theoretical investigation of a square Van Atta reflector consisting of

halt wave dipoles mounted above and parallel to a conducting plate has been

carried out. Each pair of antenna elements is represented by an equivalent cir-

cuit, using x-circults for the transmissionlines. The mutual impedance between

the antenna elements and the reradiation both from the elements and from the

plate is taken into account* The influence of the conducting plate is treated

by using the theory of images. The a btering cross section of the reflector

has been examined analytically and numerically. The numerical results are com-

pared with experimental results obtained by others.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous scientific reports 1,2,3,'4) under this contract, inves-

tigations have only dealt with simple linear or square reflectors. Thus the

effect of mounting the dipoles above and parallel to a conducting plate has

not been taken into account. The method of investigating a two-dimnrsional

Van Atta reflector with a conducting plate is briefly described in section 6
5)of the Annual Summary Report

It is the purpose of this report to describe an analytical and numerical

treatment of square Van Atta reflectors with a conducting plate. The scat-

tering cross section of such reflectors will be calculated and the influence

of the distance between adjacent elements, the .ist-.nce between the elemnebs

and the plate, the length and the characteristic impedance of the transmi.sseOn-.

lines, and the number of elements will be discussed,

Furthermore a comparison will be made between the numerical results of

this investigation and the experimental results obtained by Sharp 6) for a

square Van Atta reflector consisting of 16 dipole elemnents mountcd parallel

to and a quarter of a wavelength above a conducting plate.

In .'he PollowinC referred to as SRI, SR2, S113, and SR!;, respectivAly.



2. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION

2.1 Way of approach.

The system investigated is shown in fig. 1, The antenna elements are

half-wave dipoles placed in the xy-plane and parallel to the y-axis in a sq-are

configuration. A square perfectly conducting plate is placed parallel to and

at a distance h below the xy-plane (the plane of dipoles).

A problem involving a conducting plate suggests itself to be treated by

the theory of images. However this theory requires a conducting plate of in-

finite extent, which is not present in the actual problem. Furthermore it is

wanted to use the same procedure and the same computer program for the reflec-

tor with a plate as for the reflector without a plate. This leads to a way of

approach, which is similar to the use of the theory of images, but the course

of the computations is chosen such that they follow the method of investigation

used in SRI.

A sketch of the reflector is shown in fig. 2a. Using the theory of im-

ages the configuration shown in fig. 2b is obtained, The total voltages in-

duced in corresponding elements of the two simple reflectors from the two pri-

mary plane waves are equal but of opposite sign. This means that also the cur-

rents in corresponding elements will be equal but of opposite sign.

The equations (17) and (18) of SRi will on the right hand side be supple-

mented with the sums

N ka
I i (' - k)cos 2 (1)

nil
n•,k

and

N
I + 2 nk)sin -s

n+m,k

respectively, where z' is the normalized mutual impedance between element
nm

number n of the array and element number m of the image array.



I The new sums (1) and (2) may be incorporated in the formerly used equa-

tions (17) and (18) of SRI so that these are unchanged, except that the self-

and mutual impedance take the new values:

ZAplate ZA - Znn (3)

These are the impedance values of antennas over a conducting plate as

shown in section 2.3.

The total reradiated field will be found as the sum of the fields rera-

diated from the simple dipole reflector itself, the image dipole reflector,

and the conducting plate.

2%2 Induced voltage.

The open-circuit voltage induced in the dipoles will be given by

V = eff (5)

where E is the electric field strength at the position of the element and reff

is the effective length of the antenna element as given in formula (4) in SRI.j For a half-wave dipole parallel to the y-axis we have

- cos( -cosu)

effli sinu

where u is the angle between the direction of the dipole and the direction of

propagation of the primary plane wave. With our notation (see fig. 1) we have

that u is given by

cosu = sinOi sin~i. (7)

The electric field strength is found from ordinary reflection theory,

The primary plane wave is decomposed into two plane waves, one polarized in the

plane of incidence and the other perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Each

of these give rise to two components of field strength in the plane of dipoles,

one from the primary wave and one from the reflected wave. We thus obtain

u n n n n n •''• n " n - n ~ i i •



R(xy,o) M Eocosv[(-cosicosoil-cosoisinoiý+oinOit)e- (xcos~i+ysinii)

+ (cos icosoi +cosoisin)ig+sin-it)o'ik(sin'i(xc~sfi+ysin~i)'2hcoOO)

+ E0 inv (-sin i +cosoi9)e -ikin i(xcosyi~ysinoi)

-ik(sin i(xcosBi+Ysinoi )-2hcosoOi)+ (si1 1 1 1s j ) (8)

By substituting equations (6) and (8) in equation (5) we obtain the following

expression for the open-circuit voltage in the dipoles

E cos( a cosu)

EV =sinu-LA 2 (cosvcoseOsin~i - sinvcosB4)

i(! + khcos8O) -iksinOi(xcosoi + ysin.i)
sin(khcosO,)e 2 e

2.a Self- and mutual impedances.

In SRI the following expressions for the self-impedance ZA of a dipole

antenna and the mutual impedance Z1 2 between two dipole antennas were given

ZL 1ll(Z) E z(Z) d 9
ZA - J Yz)Ez( (9)

A o 11 2

z 12 L21 2(z ) E z2l(z) z(010 112
Z12 o= J: i2 2 Zf () dz. (10)

A figure and an explanation of the notation may be found in SRI p 8-9.

These formulas are still valid when the conducting plate is present, but

the values of the electric field strengths Ez and Ez21 have to be changed due

to the presence of the plate, see figs, 2a and 2b.

Using the theory of images we see that the electric field strength EZ1

at the position of antenna 1 due to its own current I1 has to be supplemented

by the electric field strength Ez image radiated by its image antenna to obtain.

the self impedance of the dipole antenna:



- I -

f L I(W) E 1(z) iu z)E z image(Z)

o 1 
o fil image

- ZA - Z11  (ii)

where Z1 is the mutual impedance between the antenna and its image antennaand
11

I1 image "
Correspondingly we obtain for the mutual impedance between two dipole an-

tennas when the conducting plate is present:

2 (Z)Ez2l(Z) + Ez2(image of 1)(Z)]

Z12,plate f 112

f .2 2 (z)E z2 (Z)dz + (12 WE)z2(image of az

o 1112 o Il12 image

12z - HO (2

where Z is the mutual impedance between the image of antenna 1 and antenna 2,

and 12 image = :20

24.4 Field reflected from the conductinelpate.

In order to find the field reflected from the plate itself we will use

the method of physical optics given f.ex. in Kerr's book 9) where the back-scat-

tering cross section of a rectangular plate is given for a plate the dimensions

of which are not small compared to the wavelength. The reflecting properties of

the plate are supposed not to be influenced by the presence of the dipoles.

The reradiated field is found from the surface current distribution R on

the plate. This current is assumed to be the same as if the plate was infinite

in extent.



Under this assumption the total tangential magnetic field is

2E ikhoosO -ikeine.(x coso +y sino)tot C'Oe

[*(-cosvsin~i+sinvcoseIcos $i)

+ Y(cosv'coaoi + sinv'cosei sinoi)] (13)

and the surface current is

tot '(14)

(An explanation of the notation may be found in figs. 1 and 3).
The vector potential of the surface current is

ikR

Se (15)plate R (p

where Rp is the distance from the plate to the field point as shown in fig.3.
The electric field reflected from the plate may now be expressed as

Plate 1- iWX . (16)

By using the far field approximations for R in equation (15), which ac-
cording to fig. 3 means: P

RF - P.P + hoosO in the numerator and

RI s R in the denominator,

we obtain the following expression for the field reradiated from the plate:
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iw•Eo0  eiAR ikh(cos9i+cose)
plate - o - o e • b c C

sinct Un~A
a a • -(cosv'coso.+sinv.cose i-sin.i)

* cOS*COSO + (-cosv.sinfi+sinvocosei-sin.i)sinosineJ

* * t(cosv-cos.i+sinv-cosei.sin i)sino + (-cosVysin~i

+ sinv.cosOi.cosO.)cosW]1 (17)

where

a kb(sineicos~i+sin~cosO) (18)

"1 kc(sineisinoi+sinesino) (19)

and b and c are the dimensions of the conducting plate.

2.5 Field reradiated from the Van Atta reflector and its image.

The electric field reradiated from the dipoles and their images is given

by

b reflector = Eref( R I to ) [ ;dipole (e ,, ) + ( ma ge (e ,, ) . (20 )

Here

2. ; ikR cos(! sinesint)
Pef (H,8$0) 0 =

• Z kR /1"- n 77sin 7

[Siracose.o + cost *] (21)

is t•h reradiated electric field at a point in the distance R from a reference

antenna in (0,0,0), and

Gdipole(et) and G _fage(e,o)

momIpo I
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are the array factors in the plane of dipoles and in the plane of image-dipoles,

respectively.

The array factors may be expressed as

F -ikF .f
G(6,)0 = I i n n (22)

n--

where N is the number of antenna elements in the array, in is the complex cur-

rent induced in the n'th dipole, Fn is the radiusvector from the point of re-

ference (0,0,0) to the n'th antenna, and f is a unit vector in the direction

from (0,0,0) to the field point.

Introducing the unit vector

t 2 = -sinecos¢ + ;P • sinesino + 2.cos8 (23)

and the radiusvectors of the n'th dipole and the n'th image dipole:

r n,dpole = (Xnsyn 0)

rn~image =(Xn Yny-2h) 9

and remembering that the currents of the image dipoles are equal to and with

opposite sign of the currents of the real dipoles we find

2reflector =ref (R,0) G reflector(oo) (24)

where

Greflector(,) = Gdipole(6,O) + G image (06)

N -ikx (nsin~cosý+ynSinosino)

rA=l

-ik(xn sinecos+y nsinesino-2hcosO)

2.6 Total reradiated field.
The total electric field 2total reradiated from the reflector system con-

l I I II II I I I I II totI l I I iI
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sisting of the simple Van Atta reflector and the conducting plate, may be found
by adding the electric field reflected from the plate 2plate (Eq. 17) and the

electric field reradiated from the Van Atta reflector and its image Ireflector

(Eq. 24):(

'total( ReO) - 2Plate (ROev) + 2 reflector (R.e,.) (26)
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3. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION

3.1 Description of the properties of the reflector.

When describing reradiation or scattering properties the most commonly

used quantity is the differential scattering cross section, which in an arbi-

trary direction and independent of the distance gives the far field scattered

from a target for an incident plane wave. The scattering cross section in the

direction opposite to the direction of incidence of the plane wave is called

the back-scattering cross section.

The differential scattering cross section is defined by

rR2 in (27)

where 9r and Si are the Poynting vectors of the reflected and incident fields,

and Air and fl. are unit vectors in the direction of propagation of the reflected

and incident fields, respectively.

For the incident plane wave we have

t -i 2 0 (28)
70-1

and for the wave reradiated from the Van Atta reflector with the conducting

plate from equation (26)

1 - A (29)

In the numerical investigations discussed in the next sections the elec-

tric field reradiated from the Van Atta reflector with or without the con-

ducting plate will be described by the normalized scattering cross section

a(0,0)/L 2 . Especially the back-scattering cross section ab/X 2 of the reflec-

tor will be discussed.
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3.2 Comparison with results obtained by Sharp.
6)As mentioned previously Sharp has made an experimental investigation

Sof a square Van Atta reflector consisting of 16 half-wave dipoles mounted par-

allel to anda quarter of a wavelength above a conducting plate. The dipoles

vere set up in a four-by-four array with a spacing of 0.6 wave? engths. The

frequency used was 2850 Mc/s corresponding to a wavelength A = 10.519 cm. The

interconnecting transmission lines were of the length 22.5 + 0.1 inches which

corresponds to the electrical length 5.433A + 0.024A.
The comparison between this experimental reflector and the Van Atta re-

flector investigated here is carried out by considering the back-scattering

cross section a b/A2 of the reflectors in the xz-plane (Oi = 0°), when the in-

cident plane wave is polarized parallel to the dipoles. From the report made

by Sharp 6) the curve denoted "array" in pattern 1 is redrawn in fig. 4 of this

report. In the same figure the computed values of ab/A2 is shown for a reflec-

tor with the same parameters as Sharp's model. In order to obtain matching con-

ditions between the dipoles and the transmission lines the characteristic impe-

dance of the lines is Z = 73 ohms,0

Because of the uncertainty in the actual electrical length of the trans-

mission lines of the experimental reflector, a number of reflectors with various

lengths of the lines has been examined thcoretically. It turned out that trans-

j mission lines of the length a = 0.41A gave the reradiation pattern which was

closest to the one measured by Sharp. This value is in accordance with the val-

Sue given for the experimental reflector (0#43X ! 0.02A).

From the two curves in fig. 4 it is seen that, for angles of incidence 0.

less than 600, the back-scattering cross section of the experimental and theore-

tical reflector differ with an amount of at most 2.6 db. When 0. is larger than1

600 the edge of the conducting plate will influence the reradiated field to such

a degree that a comparison between the measured and computed results would not

be reasonable,

Probably, the discrepancies between the two curves of fig. 4 to some ex-

tant are due to inaccuracies in the experiments. The curves denoted "flat

plate" in pattern 1 and pattern 2 of Sharp's report show the measured values of

ab/A2 for the same square, conducting plate obtained during two different meas-

urements. It is seen that the two curves for ei less than 600 deviates with

about 2.0 - 2.5 db, and that there is an angular displacement of the curves of

about 30 - 9°0 This shows the uzicartainty of the measurements and it is seen

that the theoretical and experimental curves of fig. 4 agree within the limits

of this uncertainty for angles of incidence less than 600.



In fig. 5 is shown the experimental and theoretical values of ab/X2 for

the conducting plate itself.

The size of the square conducting plate is N.d 2 , where N is the number of

dipoles and d the distance between adjacent dipoles. A plate of this size

covers the whole area below the dipoles. For the 16 element Van Atta reflector

considered in this section the size of the plate is 5.76A2 in accordance with

the size of the plate in Sharp's model.

From fig. 5 it turns out that there is a good agreement between the two

curves when the angle of incidence 0. is less than 600, so that the edges of

the plate do not affect the reradiated field.

A better agreement for 0i larger than 600 may be obtained if the diffrac-

tion of the field about the edges of the plate is taken into account. These

diffractional effects might probably be introduced into the calculations if the

field reflected from the plate was determined by means of the geometrical theo-
10)ry of diffraction instead of the physical optics method used here

3.3 Effect of changing the parameter values .

The parameters of the reflector are:

N: the number of elements,

d: the distance between adjacent elements,

h: the distance between the elements and the plate,

Z0: the characteristic impedance of the transmission lines, and

a: the length of the transmission lines.

In this section we will investigate what happens to the back-scattering

cross section ab/A2 of the reflector when these parameters are varied in turn.

The incident field is polarized parallel to the dipoles and Oi = 00 As a start-

ing point for the variations we choose the reflector which was compared with

Sharp's experimental model in section 3.2.

The initial values of the parameters will then be N = 16 elements, d

0.6x, h = 0.25X, Z0 = 73 ohms, and a = 0.4iA. We will consider both the simple

reflector and the reflector with the conducting plate except in the case where

the distance h between the elements and the plate is varied.

In fig. 6 is shown how ab/X2 changes when the number of dipole elements

in the reflector is increased from two-by-two up to six-by-six elements. As

expected the reradiated energy is increased when the number of elements increaser

and both in the case with and without the conducting plate the total increment is

about 30 db for normal incidence (6i -- 00). Furthermore, it turns out that the I-
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curves become more irregular the more elements the reflector consists of and

that the presence of the conducting plate makes the values of ob/A2 decreas3

more quickly when the angle of incidence ei increases towards 900.

In fig. 7 the distance between adjacent dipoles is varied from d = 0,6A

to d = 1.*5. It will be noticed that ab/X2 in the direction normal to the re-

flector (e.i m 00) has a minimum when d= 1.0A. This minimum is most pronounced

when the conducting plate is taken into account, but occurs in the case of the

simple reflector, too. When d increases it appears that the irregularities of

the curve of Oa/A 2 increase but it also turns out that the level of back-scat-

tering for e. larger than 400 is increased essentially. Since the coupling be-
1

tween the dipoles decreases for increasing d, the latter is in agreement with

the fact that coupling usually makes the ninimum value of ab/X2 decrease. This

is shown in SR4 for a linear four-element Van Atta reflector,

Changing the distance h from the dipoles to the conducting plate from hl

005X to h = 0.5A results in the curve of ab/A2 shown in fig. 8. It is seen

that the back-scattering in the direction e.= 00 obtaines its smallest value

when h = 0,25X, which is the distance Sharp used in his experimental model.Prom

fig. 8 it appears that a higher level of back-scattering for all angles of inci-

dence might have been obtained by choosing h = 0.35A in the experimental model

instead of h = 0.25A.

The characteristic impedance of the transmission lines is varied from

Z = 15 ohnis to Z = 150 ohms and the results are shown in fig. 9. When the plate
0 0

is not taken into account it turns out that o /X2 increases for 00 < 0 < 450,

decreases for 450 < ei < 700 and again increases for 0i > 700 when the charac-

teristic impedance Z is increased up to 150 ohms. Por e. equal to 00, h5 0 , and0 1
70° the value of ab/X2 is almost unchanged. When thn conducting plate is taken

into account the same occurs except for the range 700 < 0i < 800 where ab/A2

now is practically unchanged. It is seen that the curve of a /X2 in this way
obtains a more smooth shape for larger values of Zo, especially wfhen the plate

is taken into account. Unfortunately cb /A2 decreases m'2ch faster for increasing

6. at the same time.

In fig. 10 the length of the transmission lines is varied from a=O.OX+pX

to a = 1.01 + p1 where p is an integer. When the plate is not taken into ac-

count it turns out that ob/X 2 in the direction normal to the reflector tends

to zero when a . p1 whereas it has a r•iximuni fo1' n = 0.31-, + pX, Furthermore,

the curve has a deep minimum in the direction 0. - 570 when a = O.5 + p,. When

the conducting plate is taken into account the Irinimur of ab/bW for a p1 in

the normal direction is changeJ to a maximum .Tho•eas the maximum for a O.50+pX
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is unchanged. Further twc ,ow minina occur for a = 0.1A + pX and a = 0.9X + pX,

respectively and the deep minimum in the direcion 0 = 570 when a a 0.5X + pA

is essentially reduced. It is seen that the length of the lines chosen by Sharp

in his experimental investigation, which is a a 0.43A (5.43X), appears to be al-

most the best possible choise if maximum of ab/X2 in the normal direction and a

smooth shape of the curve is wanted.

3.4 Effect of turning the plane of incidence,

The plane of incidence is turned by gradually changing 0i from 00 to 900.

The incident plane wave is polarized in a direction parallel to the plane of

the dipoles and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. In fig. 11 and fig.12

the back-scattering cross section is plotted in polar cocrdinates for a Van At-

ta reflector with and without the conducting plate, respectively. The reflec-

tor has the same parameters as the basic reflector of the preceding section.

From fig. 11 it appears that the shape of the curve of ab/X 2 becomes more

smooth when *i is increased from 00 to 800, but at the same time the level of

back-scattered energy decreases and for Oi = 900 no energy at all is reradiated

from the reflector since the incident wave is then polarized perpendicular to

the dipoles.

From fig. 12, where the presence of the conducting plate is taken into

account, it is seen, too, that the shape of the curves becomes more smooth when

$i is increased, but because of the plato the level of back-scattered energy is

not decreasing so much, and for *. - 900 all the back-scattered energy is due

to the plate.

In order to obtain a measure of the angular coverage of the reflector,the

curves in fig. 13 have been drawn. They show the angle over which the back-

scattering cross section decreases 3 db (respectively 5 db) below the maximum

value. This angle is called the 3 db-response angle (respectively 5 db-re-

sponse angle). From the curves it appears, that the Va-n Atta reflector with

the conducting plato shows a larger response angle than the reflector without

plate over an angular range from fi = 00 to fi = 500. Although the calculated

response angles show fluctuations as a function of Oi it can be stated that the

average 5 db-response angle of the reflector with the conducting plate is almost

twice as large as that of the dipole reflector alone in the angular range be-

tween 0i = 0 and $i = 45°" For the 3 db-response angle this angular range is

between 0= O and i = 300
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4. CONCLUSION

Arbitrary Van Atta reflectors with or without a conducting plate has been

investigated analytically and numerically. When the plate is not taken into

account, the reflector is investigated as described in SRI.

If the plate is present the reflecting system consists of two devices,

the dipoles and the plate. The system of dipoles is then treated along the

same lines as in SRI, but the presence of the plate will influence the dipole

system in such a way that the induced voltage, the mutual impedances, and the

determination of the reradiated field have to be changed. The reflecting pro-

perties of the plate are supposed not to be affected by the shadowing-effect

of the dipoles.

The numerical investigation, which has been made on an IBM 7090 electro-

nic computer, shows a good agreement with the experimental reflector investi.

gated by Sharp 6). The effect of varying the parameters of the reflector has

been investigated by considering the back-scattering cross section of several

diffirent reflectors with or without the conducting plate. From an examination

of the results obtained it turns out that the presence of a conducting plate

in a distance h below the dipole system will cause both advantages and disad-

vantages. Among the first the most pronounced is a rise of the level of back-

scattering in the direction normal to the plane of the reflector and a highly

increased 5 db-response angle, while the largest disadvantage is that the back-

scattering cross section is decreasing very fast when the direction of inci-

dence makes an angle 0i larger than 600 with the normal to the reflector. Fur-

ther it turns out that by choosing proper values of the parameters the reradia-

tion pattern may be changed to compare better with a prescribed form and that

the values of the parameters used in Sharps experimental model are not the best

possible in order to obtain a Van Atta reflector that behaves as stated in the

patent description.
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